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Tuesday, June 17, 6-7:30 p.m.
Adams Pointe Conference Center
1400 Coronado Drive
Blue Springs, MO 64014

www.bluespringsgov.com/voices
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FIRE, EARTH & WATER

HIGH
FLIGHT
ROLLIN KARG

JANET KUEMMERLEIN

Artist Statement

My art invites the viewer to discover a new
relationship with glass and metal. In looking over the
land and seeing what is available for its community
enjoyment, a place of beauty and inspiration, a place
for its people is why I want to be involved in it. By
challenging people to take the experience of viewing
my work and make new associations with glass and
metal, see its durability and strength brings new light
to possibilities.

BREATH

VICTORIA REED-NIEMAN

TAFFETA
REVEN
MARIE
SWANSON

Artist Statement

I see my work as being born of a regional dialect and a
rural craft based aesthetic. I often use traditionally feminine
craft work as a visual/conceptual tool, quilting and stitching,
flower patterning and lace, knitting, braiding and so forth,
and then counter this with very machismo welding of large
scale steel and aluminum pieces. I see this as resulting from
the conflicting aspects of my personality, the farm girl meets
fine artist.

Rollin Karg
Kechi, KS

The opportunity to collaborate with architects,
engineers and landscape architects are a welcome
to me and the process of creating in new environments. The tall trees of
Arkansas, its blooming flowers and thistles among its fields remind us all
of the natural beauty that nature provides. A railroad bridge and fountain
complete the visual display of welcome, come here and enjoy this place.
Sculpture has a profound large level of spiritual content in it. My work is a
bridge to communicate the spirit of man to the world in which we live.

Artist Statement
Janet
Kuemmerlein

Prairie Village, KS

I am drawn to the use of fiber in my work because
of its tactile appeal, luminosity, color and endless
variety. It is the exuberance, vibrancy, texture and
movement found in growing forms in nature that
inspires and informs pieces like “Fire, Earth & Water”
which expresses the “Voices” of the elements.

I often try to distance myself from my own hand within the
work. I do this by adopting chance or working in conjunction
with a machine or prescribed set of rules. I see myself as
being intensely sensitive to the possibilities of materials and
often find inspiration there in.

Artist Statement

As a contemporary sculptor, I have studied and
practiced traditional needle arts including sewing,
embroidery, knitting, crochet and tatting. I deeply
believe that to understand our modern culture you must
first understand the traditions of the past.

Victoria
Reed-Nieman
Madison, WI

This exhibit asks us to consider what voice means to us. My voice is louder when
I express with my hands, my clearest expression of self that which is actually
unspoken.
“Breath” is meant as a metaphor for speech. The meaning in a word is a fragile thing,
transitory and dynamic. Understanding is only ever partially realized and then only
temporarily, eventually it tumbles away and decays until it is ultimately forgotten.

Reven Marie
Swanson
Denver, CO

Women have a long tradition and somewhat silent
history in how we pass experience and knowledge
through generations. My Grandmother taught me how
to bake cinnamon rolls. My Aunt Laura taught me to
knit. I buy a certain laundry detergent because that’s
what my Mom insists is the best. As a recording to
women’s sharing and cultural traditions, the sculpture
is an observation of learning to sew as contemporary
metal sculpture – mixing traditional craft and modern
expectations.

